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Abstract 
The JAS 39 Gripen currently has a static air inlet designed for cooling the engine bay. This inlet has 

been developed over the years and has consisted of several different solutions. In this master’s thesis 

an investigation of past and current designs has been conducted in order to develop new concepts 

with a variable solution. Since the static inlet is designed for a worst case scenario, long duration of 

flight at low altitudes and high atmospheric temperatures, the cooling produced is not always 

needed and instead causes an unnecessary amount of drag. Developing concepts with variable 

solutions would alter the caption area depending on flight case and thereby decrease drag 

accordingly.  

Both aerodynamic and airworthiness properties are important to consider when developing concepts 

of an air inlet. Initially a concept generation was conducted in order to create possible concepts for 

implementation. 14 concepts were generated, evaluated and analyzed resulting in two concepts 

chosen based on their superior aerodynamic and airworthiness properties. Screening was done with 

both a Pugh matrix as well as a scoring matrix.  

One of the selected concepts has a similar design to the current scoop inlet, but with a variable 

solution. The second is a variable NACA duct design. An alternative solution briefly discussed was 

that of a static design, with different caption areas, attached to the service door depending on 

location of operation and flight conditions but is only theoretical at this point.  

The advantage of implementing the NACA concept would be the decrease in drag since it is a flush 

inlet. The weight and radar cross section (RCS) are both considered to be low when compared to the 

scoop concept. Shortcomings of the NACA concept would include the uncertainty in performance 

concerning cooling and producing sufficient mass flow, as well as the uncertainty in case of bird 

strike. The scoop concept is similar to the current design and therefore is a verified design with 

satisfactory bird strike properties as well as having a high probability of producing sufficient mass 

flow. When compared to the NACA duct it has disadvantages concerning drag, weight, RCS and 

foreign object damage.  
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AoA 
 

Angle of Attack 
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APU Auxiliary Power Unit 
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1 Introduction 
Drag is crucial for a fighter aircraft and should be kept to a minimum. All extended parts of the 

aircraft will increase the drag and hence decrease the overall performance of the aircraft. It is 

therefore crucial to keep the aircraft as clean as possible. In this project, the possibilities of reducing 

the drag of the Gripen fighter aircraft will be investigated by replacing the current static secondary air 

inlet at the engine bay with a variable air inlet. By altering the capture area depending on the flight 

case the drag can be reduced, where a smaller inlet area is sufficient enough for the cooling of the 

engine bay. This project consists of a conceptual design of such an inlet.   

 

1.1 Background 

The latest version of JAS 39 Gripen fighter aircraft, version E is still under development. The aircraft is 

adopted with a new power plant F414G which is more powerful than the previous engine used in the 

older C/D version. In the engine bay where the power plant is located, sufficient ventilation is needed 

to be able to lower the temperature to secure safe and reliable operation. To achieve this, a 

secondary air inlet is placed at the rear fuselage in the engine bay door which leads a portion of the 

airflow over the aircraft through the engine bay and out near the nozzle. Figure 1 shows the 

secondary air inlet design and location on the C/D version. 

 

Figure 1 - Secondary air inlet on the JAS 39 Gripen fighter aircraft C/D version 
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The design of a secondary air inlet and its location has changed over time with the various versions of 

the Gripen fighter aircraft. The oldest version of the Gripen fighter had a submerged inlet with three 

guide vanes. A solution with two scoops has also existed. The current solution for the E version is a 

scoop design with a fixed inlet area and it is designed for the worst case scenario which means that 

the inlet is oversized for most flight cases. The design of the current inlet is illustrated in figure 2.  

 

Figure 2 - The design of the current secondary air inlet 

 

1.2 Project description 

The current air inlet to the engine bay has a fixed design which is constructed for the flight conditions 

representing a worst case scenario. In many flight conditions this causes an excessive amount of 

cooling in the engine bay and the inlet area could be reduced. A smaller inlet area would reduce the 

drag caused by the scoop inlet and since drag is an important aspect of the performance of an 

aircraft it is crucial that the drag is minimized.  

Due to this, SAAB is exploring the possibility using an inlet with a variable inlet area that will vary 

depending on the flight condition. Reducing the drag will improve the overall performance and 

decrease the fuel consumption. 

In this thesis a number of concepts will be developed and evaluated.  

1.3 Purpose 

The main purpose of the project is to provide at least two design concepts. One of the designs will 

have an actively regulated air inlet whereas the second should be, if possible, self-regulated (without 

actuators). The concepts should also fulfill the following: 

 The concepts should be designed in CATIA V5 which should ensure the functionality of the 

concepts 

 The concepts should be satisfactory from an airworthiness perspective 

 

 Concepts with actively regulated air inlets should have recommended actuators 
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1.4 Limitations 

There are a few limitations that have to be considered such as: 

 No detailed construction or production documentation 

 No economic considerations 

 No considerations according control or system constructions  

 No simulations conducted for the validity of the concepts 

1.5 Information about the company 

SAAB AB was founded 1937 with the mission to secure the nations supply of military equipment, 

especially military aircrafts. Nowadays SAAB serves the global market with world leading products, 

services and solutions for military defense and civil security with an annual sales amount of SEK 24 

billion. The company has around 14,700 employees with operations on every continent and its most 

important markets today are Europe, South Africa, Australia and North America. SAAB has gone 

through organizational changes through the years but is at the moment divided into six business 

areas: (Saab Group, 2015) 

 Aeronautics: Advanced airborne systems, Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS), Aerostructures 

and the Gripen fighter. 

 Dynamics: Ground combat systems, missile systems, torpedoes, sensor systems, unmanned 

underwater vehicles, signature management for armed forces and remotely operated 

vehicles and security systems for offshore industry and nuclear power plants.  

 Electronic Defense Systems: Radar and electronic warfare.  

 Security and Defense Solutions: C4ISR systems, Airborne Early Warning System, Civil Security 

systems and solutions, Training and simulation and also Telecom carrier and power solutions. 

 Support and Services: Integrated Support Solutions, Maintenance, Logistics and Technical 

Support, Field Facilities and regional Aircraft Support.  

 Industrial Products and Services: A holding company for collection of independent 

corporations with their own tailor-made strategies including the units: Aerostructures, 

Avionics, Combitech and the SAAB Ventures portfolio.  
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2 Theory 
Knowledge of theoretical concept development was necessary for a successful design of an air inlet. 

The methods used in this project concerning development and generation of concept aremostly based 

on models from Ulrich and Eppinger (2012).This together with aerodynamic theory and parameters 

needed for calculations will be presented in this chapter.  Theory behind shape shifting materials will 

also be presented as requested from SAAB. 

2.1 Concept Development 

Product development is an intricate task entailing several different phases to end up with a reliable 

and satisfactory product. The development of a product can be divided into six phases, shown in 

figure 3 (Ulrich &Eppinger, 2012). 

 

Figure 3 - The six phases of product development 

The focus of this project will depict the Concept Development phase which consists of several stages. 

Due to limitations the testing phase and the following steps will not be included in this project and 

therefore only the methodology concerning concept generation will be described in this chapter, see 

figure 4 (Ulrich &Eppinger, 2012). 

 

 

Figure 4 - Underlying stages in the concept development phase 

The first stage in the concept development phase is to identify customer needs and thus establish 

target specifications. This is followed by a concept generation stage in which a large number of 

concepts will be created and considered for implementation. This method is inexpensive and can be, 

if correctly implemented, a relatively quick process compared to the remaining stages of the concept 

development phase. After concepts have been generated there is a screening process where the 

parameters regarding customer needs are taken into account in order to select the concepts to 

proceed with (Ullman, 2010). 

During the concept generation stage concepts may be depicted in several different ways. Usually a 

rough sketch or a simple 3D model is produced together with a short explanatory description (Ulrich 

& Eppinger, 2012).  
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2.1.1 Clarify the problem 

In this part of the concept generation process the problem description is created in a detailed 

manner. The purpose and the identification of customer needs is regularly identified here as an input 

for the concept generation. Clarifying the problem thoroughly and early on will facilitate the concept 

generation and screening process significantly (Ullman, 2010). 

2.1.2 Search externally  

The following step is the external gathering of information relating to the existing solution. 

Implementing an already developed solution is usually cheaper and quicker than generating a new 

concept. This method is a balance between expanding the scope of the search by broadly gathering 

relevant information and then focusing the search on the more promising information in detail. 

There are five main methods to externally gather information: Interviewing lead users, expert 

consultation, patents, literature, and benchmarking (Ulrich &Eppinger, 2012). 

Interviewing lead users is a good way to identify client needs and search for solutions. Lead users 

have experience of the product in question and might already have concept solutions in mind (Ulrich 

& Eppinger, 2012). 

Consulting experts with knowledge of the problem area can provide information generating one or 

several solution concepts. The information retrieved from consulting an expert can also redirect the 

search to an area which will serve more prosperous. Experts can include professionals at firms 

concerning similar products, personnel at universities, manufacturers, suppliers, etc. (Ulrich & 

Eppinger, 2012). 

Patent searches can provide sufficiently ready solution concepts with drawings and technical 

information with detailed descriptions. The downside with patent searches is that the concepts are 

protected and implementing such a concept could result in royalties (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). 

Benchmarking related products already on the market is a fruitful method to improve or increase the 

number of concepts in the concept generation stage. (Ullman, 2010) Benchmarking in this context is 

a study of existing products that has a function or solution that could be implemented for a specific 

problem, improve the development of a concept or just work as inspiration for ideas of your own. An 

advantage of benchmarking products related to your field is that information about the strengths 

and weaknesses of the solution already exists (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). 

Published literature can involve many different sources and can serve as a good source when 

searching for existing solutions (Ulrich &Eppinger, 2012). 

2.1.3 Search internally  

The internal search consists of using the knowledge that already exists within the product 

development team. This is usually referred to as brainstorming and is a way to exhaust all ideas that 

the team possesses to then continue with the development process. This is probably the most 

creative and unrestricted part of the product development. There are a few guidelines that can be 

beneficial to consider when initiating an internal search according to Ulrich & Eppinger (2012): 

Generating a large quantity of ideas is a necessity to fully explore all possible solutions. Striving for 

quantity over quality will encourage people to share ideas that might not have seemed worth 
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mentioning otherwise. This could result in stimulating more ideas from others and thus generate 

many and varied concepts. 

Keeping an open mind and withholding initial criticism is critical in order to generate a large quantity 

of ideas and concepts. Applying this often coincides with the implementation of agreeing on a rule 

that no criticism of concepts is allowed. Instead of using criticism to highlight weaknesses of a 

concept the approach of offering suggestions for improvements or an alternative concept covering 

the weaknesses is encouraged.  

Encouraging ideas that might seem infeasible can produce possibilities within the team. Proposing a 

concept with flaws and areas that initially look impossible can be improved or solved by others in the 

team resulting in a larger number of viable concepts.  

Graphical aids are a good way to get a better understanding and developing a concept further, or 

even facilitating solving problem areas concerning the concept. These tools can be foam, clay, paper, 

cardboard and other material such as 3D computational aids.  

2.2 Concept Selection 

The screening process is essential in the development phase to get the number of possible concepts 

down to a minimum. The concepts will be evaluated against the specific customer needs that are 

identified early in the development phase and other criteria such as comparing strength and 

weaknesses. This will eliminate concepts that might not have worked out for different reasons and 

leave a few concepts for further investigation or testing. The concept selection is not only convergent 

but also iterative so a dominant concept will most likely not be selected immediately. Often concepts 

will be improved upon, combined with other concepts or altered resulting in a temporary increase in 

number of concept to then be further evaluated and screened. This way a single dominant concept 

will be chosen after the iterative selection process (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). 

There are several different concept screening methods. Not all of these are explicit and their 

effectiveness varies. Below is a list of a few existing methods according Ulrich & Eppinger (2012) 

which are used for screening purposes: 

 External decision 

 Intuition 

 List of pros and cons 

 Decision matrices 

2.2.1 Concept screening  

In 1980 Stuart Pugh developed a concept screening method with the purpose to reduce the number 

of concepts quickly and to improve those concepts. The method is based on a matrix with a list of 

criteria together with a reference concept. The concepts are compared to the reference concept and 

given a minus or plus sign depending on how the concept measures up to the reference concept in 

that specific criteria. If they have the same properties in a certain criteria it is scored a zero. The 

concepts sums are then calculated and scored to later be ranked and determined if the concept 

should be continued or not. Figure 5 shows a typical Pugh matrix with the different selection criteria, 

reference concept scoring and ranking. The method can also include a column involving weight of the 

criteria for a more accurate scoring (Ulrich &Eppinger, 2012). 
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Selection criteria  Reference I II III IV V 

Criteria 1…  0 + + - - + 

Criteria 2… 0 - - - 0 - 

Criteria 3… 0 + - - + - 

… 0 + - - + + 

Sum + 0 2 1 0 2 2 

Sum - 0 1 3 3 1 2 

Sum 0 4 1 0 0 1 0 

Score 0 2 -2 -3 1 0 

Rank 3 1 5 6 2 3 

Continuation  Yes No No Yes Yes 

Figure 5 - Pugh matrix evaluating concepts against a reference concept for specific selection criteria 

2.2.2 Concept scoring  

Scoring the concepts is similar to the Pugh matrix but instead of using plus, minus or zero, a number 

in a decided interval is used to score them, for example one to five. An additional column can include 

a weighted criteria describing of what importance the criteria in question inflicts on the concept. An 

example would be that Criteria 1 is more important than Criteria 2. Criteria 1 might have a weighted 

factor of 20% while Criteria 2 only has 15% therefore altering the final score and rank (University of 

Minnesota, 2012). 

2.3 Air Inlet Theory 

A well designed air inlet should have good flow quality during all normal operating conditions 

including different airflows, Mach number, angle of attacks (AoA) and angle of slide slip (AoSS). The 

inlet shall also be designed to minimize drag while keeping the weight as low as possible. In order to 

achieve a safe operation of the aircraft the inlet should also be designed to minimize radar cross 

section (RCS) and minimize the impact of foreign object damage (FOD) and bird strikes. The basic 

theory for designing an efficient air inlet will be presented in this part (Säterskog, 2014). 

2.3.1 Different types of air inlets 

The pitot-type of air inlet is commonly used as the engine air intake of a commercial aircraft. This 

type of air inlet is placed outside of the geometry and the reason why they are called pitot is related 

to the integration of the body. A major advantage of this type of inlet is that if placed at a suitable 

distance from the geometry, the inlet performance is not affected by the boundary layer and hence 

receives only undisturbed free stream flow. Another advantage of this type is also that they are not 

sensitive to AoA and AoSS (Laruelle, 2002). Figure 6 displays a pitot type of inlet on an aircraft.    
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Figure 6 - Pitot-type of inlet 

In the early 1940’s the National Advisory Committee for Aerodynamics developed the NACA inlets. 

These types of inlets are flush with the airframe with a trapezoidal opening and sharp lateral edges 

that generate two counter-rotating vortices. The effect of these vortices is that they energize the 

boundary layer with the lower energy and avoid inflow against the separation. Due to their shape 

and integration to the airframe they have low drag and low radar cross-section but lower efficiency 

then the pitot-type of inlet because of the large amount of boundary layer ingestion. NACA inlets are 

widely used in the aircraft industry, often as an inlet for cooling systems and ventilation (Hime, 

2005). Figure7 displays three different varieties of NACA inlets on an aircraft.  

 

Figure 7 - Different types of NACA inlets 

To get a better understanding on how to design an efficient air inlet and how different parameters 

affects the airflow, the most important aerodynamic theory is presented below.    

2.3.2 Mach number 

The Mach number (M) is a dimensionless quantity representing the ratio of speed of an object 

moving through a fluid and the local speed. The Mach number for an aircraft flying can be calculated 

from 

 
  

 

  
 

 

(1) 
 

where, V is the velocity of the moving aircraft and VS is the speed of sound at given altitude. Mach 

numbers below 0.8 are denoted as subsonic and Mach numbers above 1.2 are denoted as 

supersonic. The regime between these two classifications is denoted as transonic speed and is not 

specified to exactly 1. The reason to this is that the flow may locally begin to exceed M=1 even 
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though the free stream Mach number is below 1 depending on the shape of the object (Anderson, 

2012). 

2.3.3 Boundary Layer Theory 

In 1904 Ludwig Prandtl introduced a concept that revolutionized modern theoretical aerodynamics. 

He suggested that the flow field over a solid body can be split into two regions, one region inside the 

boundary layer and another region outside the boundary layer. Friction exists inside the boundary 

layer near the surface of the aircraft, whereas the flow outside the boundary layer is frictionless  

(Anderson, 2012). 

Due to the friction between the moving gas and the solid material the flow adheres to the surface. 

This means that the flow velocity at the surface is zero. From the surface where the velocity is zero 

the velocity then increases gradually away from the surface and reaches free stream velocity where 

the boundary layer ends (Anderson, 2012). The velocity profile in the boundary layer on a flat plate is 

shown in figure 8.  

 

Figure 8 - Velocity profile in a boundary layer 

The presence of friction inside the boundary layer creates shear stress at the surface which itself is 

the source of a drag force called skin friction drag. As the flow moves over a body the boundary layer 

thickness grows and can attain a substantial thickness at the end of the body (Anderson, 2012). 

Boundary layer growth is a significant parameter to consider when designing and placing an air inlet 

aft of an aircraft. The low velocity flow with low energy will decrease the performance of the inlet if it 

is placed at the surface, consequently the inlet should be placed outside the boundary layer in order 

to achieve an efficient inlet. In the region where the secondary air inlet to the engine is placed on the 

Gripen aircraft the boundary thickness is roughly 10 cm (Åslund, 2015). 

2.3.4 Momentum Boundary Layer Thickness 

The momentum thickness θ is the distance by which a surface would have to be moved parallel to 

itself towards the reference with the free stream velocity U∞ to give the same total momentum as 

exists between the surface and the reference plane in the boundary layer. The momentum thickness 

is given by 

 
  ∫
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where, u is 99% of the free stream velocity U∞ (Schlichting, 1979). 
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2.3.5 Drag  

Any moving solid body will be affected by some sort of aerodynamic drag in the opposite direction 

relative to the motion of the body. The drag forces have their origin in shear stress distribution and 

pressure distribution over the body surface and are therefore often divided into two categories, 

pressure drag and skin friction drag (Anderson, 2006). 

As previously mentioned the skin friction drag is due to the presence of the boundary layer. The 

motion of the fluid is retarded by friction close to the surface and therefore an equal force acts in the 

opposite direction, the skin friction drag. The area which is in contact with the moving fluid is often 

referred to as the wetted area. The wetted area is used as a reference area for skin friction drag, 

especially in the aircraft industry. So a larger wetted area will lead to higher skin friction drag 

(Anderson, 2006). 

The pressure drag is also often divided further into wave drag (shockwaves), induced drag (vortex) 

and viscous pressure drag. At transonic and supersonic speeds wave drag is produced by the 

presence of shock waves and it is the consequence of both direct shock losses and the effect of shock 

waves on the boundary layer. Induced drag, also referred to as drag due to lift, occurs when an 

aircraft produces lift. The increased drag is the result of the pressure distribution on the wing surface 

being modified in the presence of the wing-tip vortices. Another drawback is that these vortices also 

induce a downward component of the flow over the wing called downwash which decreases the lift. 

Viscous pressure drag is another drag that is produced by the viscous effects. By the presence of the 

boundary layer the pressure distribution is changed which leads to an imperfect cancelling of the 

pressure and some additional drag is created (Anderson, 2006). 

Drag is an important parameter to consider when designing an inlet. Besides supplying the source 

with air of good quality (Mass Flow Ratio, Pressure Recovery), the inlet must be designed to generate 

low drag. Figure 9 shows a chart of inlet size and specific flight condition (Säterskog, 2014). 

 

Figure 9 - Inlet pressure losses and inlet drag set in contrast to inlet size 
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2.3.6 Mass Flow Ratio 

The mass flow ratio is defined as the ratio between the areas of the incoming free stream air to the 

capture area of the inlet. The inlet mass flow ratio is given by 

 
    

  
  
 
        
        

 
 

        
 

 

(3) 
 

where, A is the area, ρ is the density and V is the velocity. Subscript ∞ indicates free stream values 

and subscript C denotes capture area of the inlet (Säterskog, 2014). 

2.3.7 Total Pressure Recovery 

Another important parameter quantifying the efficiency of an inlet is the total pressure recovery. It is 

given by 

 

   
   

 

 

(4) 
 

where PT1 is the average total pressure at the inlet throat and PT0 is the total pressure in the free 

stream condition of the flow. The recovery is affected by viscous losses such as boundary layer, shear 

layer and separations. Shock losses are also present at velocities over Mach 1 (Säterskog, 2014). 

Figure 10 is diagram over recovery losses at different Mach numbers.  

 

Figure 10 - Total pressure recovery at different Mach numbers 

2.3.8 Ram Pressure Efficiency 

Ram pressure efficiency is yet another indicator of the efficiency of an air inlet and it is given by 

 

 
  

      
      

 

 

(5) 
 

where PT1is the average total pressure at the inlet throat while P0 and PT0 is the static- and total 

pressure in the free stream condition of the flow (Säterskog, 2014). 

2.4 Shape shifting materials 

Materials that bend, grow and shrink in response to different stimuli such as light and electricity have 

been around for decades. These materials can be found in cars, airplanes, robots and medical 
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implants. The use of shape shifting materials has been limited in the aerospace industry due to the 

extreme temperatures that the airplanes are exposed to. However, there is already a material 

commonly used in the aerospace industry which is high in strength, lightweight and able to withstand 

extreme temperatures. This material is carbon fiber and because of its properties, carbon fiber is 

currently a hot topic in the area of development of shape shifting materials, illustrated in figure 11. 

These materials could easily be integrated into aircrafts without the need of complex actuators, 

motors and hinges. This could result in lighter, simpler and thus more fuel-efficient aircrafts (Bullis, 

2014). 

 

 

Figure 11 - Unsymmetrical carbon fiber/epoxy composite (IEEE, 2015) 

 

2.4.1 Shape shifting with piezoelectric actuators 

One method to control these shape shifting materials is to have bonded piezoelectric actuators with 

the unsymmetrical composites. A variety of different shape actuation modes have already been 

branded: a reversible actuation by maintaining a constant stable state, an increased degree of shape 

change by irreversible snap-through, and reversible snap-through using combined piezoelectric 

actuation and an externally applied load. The research shows that a variety of modes of operation 

are possible. Reversible deflections and shape change can be achieved by keeping the unsymmetrical 

composite structures in a single stable configuration.  However, more significant shape changes and 

larger deflections necessitate piezoelectric actuation but there is a possibility that the deflections are 

irreversible. To achieve reversible deflection a combined piezoelectric and mechanical loading is 

required. Finally, modeling of such structures requires knowledge of the behavior of combined 

electrical and mechanical loading, knowledge of the piezoelectric material, the unsymmetrical 

composite and the interface between these materials (Bowen, 2007). 

2.4.2 Autonomous shape shifting  

Researchers at MIT and Airbus are currently developing shape shifting materials without any auxiliary 

actuators. These materials made of carbon fiber composites shifts between two or more shapes in 

response to environmental factors such as temperature and air pressure. These composites can also 

be paired with a variety of shape shifting materials that respond to different environmental triggers, 
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thus make it possible to choose a specific trigger that will not accidently set off under wrong 

conditions (Bullis, 2014). 

2.5 Model Base Definition 

Model Base Definition (MBD) was founded in the aviation industry and brought to Sweden and SAAB 

when Boeing and SAAB initiated collaboration. MBD is a method which is independent on the CAD 

tools used. The method is based on the 3D model containing all the information from measurements 

and tolerances to manufacturing and assembly methods. This renders all the 2D drawings and other 

external information obsolete with all the focus being on the 3D model. The information collected in 

the software will be used and reused in every step of the product development as far as to 

production and maintenance (Uimaniemi, 2013). The MBD system model is illustrated in figure 12. 

 

Figure 12 - MBD system model 

The system is created in such a way that the implemented changes are subsequently updated in all 

the development process steps through common databases, making sure everyone is working with 

the latest updates and information. Earlier, 2D drawings were used which could be difficult to 

interpret as well as time consuming. It is also difficult to verify the quality using a 2D drawing 

compared to using 3D based models. The idea is that a 3D model will exist and be available for the 

different sections working with the model, making it a Concurrent Engineering working method 

instead of a Waterfall type of method. Concurrent Engineering, also known as simultaneous 

engineering, is used in product development where the different stages run simultaneous rather 

than consecutively or a Waterfall type of method, see figure 13. Working simultaneously instead of 

consecutively with the model is a less time consuming and less costly method which also facilitates 

verification of a model (Uimaniemi, 2013). 
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Figure 13 - Traditional Waterfall method to the left compared to Concurrent Engineering to the right 

Besides the connection to Concurrent Engineering the MBD method is also strongly connected to the 

lean method. This connection is for instance a method where everyone is working towards 

identifying and eliminating problems and mistakes in the model and process as early as possible. By 

doing this at an early stage both time and money will be saved compared to locating problems and 

mistakes when the product is already manufactured. This way of working is highly beneficial in 

aviation and vehicle industries and is becoming more and more common (Uimaniemi, 2013). 
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3 Empirical study of Gripen Air Inlets 
The design of the secondary air inlet on the JAS 39 Gripen aircraft has changed over the past and 

several studies have been made during this period in order to find a successful solution. An empirical 

study of the development the air inlet was conducted to get an insight regarding the difficulties 

encountered during the development of the current design.  

3.1 Flight Cases 

The flight cases which have been performed at SAAB represent the worst thermal condition for the 

engine bay: transonic flight at sea level during high atmospheric temperatures. Most tests are made 

in ISA+34 conditions which mean that the ambient temperature is 34°C above the standard 

atmosphere temperature. An important output parameter in these tests is the mass flow, which 

directly controls the cooling capacity on the structure and vital components inside the engine bay. 

Too low mass flow will lead to a decrease in the cooling capacity and hence critical components will 

be exposed for high temperatures which may be harmful for functionality. In addition to flight tests, 

numerous CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) simulations have been carried out and are still 

ongoing for the current design. These simulations are important to be able to predict how the airflow 

is affected by various load situations and how that affects the airflow through the air inlet (SAAB, 

2015). 

3.2 Past Configurations 

The first version of the JAS 39 Gripen fighter had a submerged flush inlet with three guide vanes. Due 

to the fact that the inlet was submerged into the fuselage the drag penalty was low but there were 

some problems that occurred during flight tests. The main concern with this configuration was the 

massive mass flow drop at transonic speeds. In a test made at 0.5 km altitude, the mass flow rapidly 

decreased for speeds above 0.8 M and at 0.95 M the mass flow stagnated completely due to 

backwash in the inlet. At speeds above 1 M the mass flow started to increase again but this behavior 

was not sustainable so a new design was required (SAAB, 2015). 

To get rid of the mass flow drop at transonic speeds a totally new inlet design was implemented. A 

possible problem with the old design at transonic speeds may have been due to the rather thick 

boundary layer which is developed along the fuselage. To overcome this matter the new design 

consisted of two scoops on each side of the engine bay door (SAAB, 2015), this can be seen in figure 

14. 
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Figure 14 - Two scoop intake design 

By going from a submerged inlet to a scoop which stands out from the fuselage a more stable mass 

flow was established, especially at transonic speeds. From this point the scoop concept was retained 

and only minor design changes together with placement changes have been carried out to current 

design. This involves variations on the inlet area, different designs on the guide vanes inside the 

scoop and different lip shape designs (SAAB, 2015). 

3.3 Current Configuration 

The current design of the air inlet which can be seen in figure 15 is the final result of a long 

development including a lot of flight tests and CFD-simulations, but it is still under development.  

 

Figure 15 - Current scoop design of the air inlet 

The scoop has an inlet area of 30 cm2and has a divergent duct with three guiding vanes. These vanes 

guide the airflow to the diffuser which subsequently directs the airflow in a preferred manner since 

the components in the engine bay need different amounts of cooling. This ensures that critical 

components receive enough of cooling, since sturdier components can cope with smaller amounts of 

cooling air (SAAB, 2015). 
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4 Method  
This chapter explains the method used in this project. This includes the project planning, concept 

generation methodology with external and internal research, concept screening procedure, concept 

refinement and calculations.   

4.1 Project Planning 

A Gantt chart was created in respect to the project outline, see appendix A. This was to ensure the 

progress of the project and to further break down the different tasks of the project which can be 

difficult in the beginning.  The Gantt chart was mostly constructed with the tasks in a consecutive 

order, but many times tasks were executed simultaneously or iteratively. For instance the 

development of the chosen concepts and modeling in CATIA V5 often occurred simultaneously. 

4.2 Concept Generation  

After analyzing the current design and the older configurations of the air inlet, the concept 

generation stage started. This involved external research where the focus was benchmarking, patent 

search and consultation with experts in the company. Internal research was also made in parallel 

with the external research during the whole concept generation stage.   

The main focus during the benchmarking and the patent search was fighter aircrafts competitive with 

the JAS 39 Gripen fighter. In order to widen the perspective, benchmarking and patent search were 

also performed on other applications such as civil aircrafts and missiles. The external research also 

included expert consultation with three employees at the aerodynamic department at SAAB in order 

to receive feedback on generated concepts.     

 

4.2.1 Benchmarking 

In order to explore different air inlet solutions and to begin conceptualizing, research was done on 

the internet where competitive fighter aircrafts were examined. Since it is difficult to access data for 

military aircrafts the research on competitive fighter aircrafts was mainly done by studying pictures 

available on the internet.  

The research showed that variable designs on secondary air inlets are not common on fighter 

aircrafts, only for engine inlets. These designs, developed for transonic fighter aircrafts such as the 

SR-71 Blackbird, are complex and would lead to a high weight penalty if implemented. Figure 16 

displays the variable engine air inlet of the SR-71 Blackbird which was used as inspiration for one of 

the concepts.  

 

Figure 16 - Drawing of the variable engine air inlet on the SR-71 Blackbird (Wikimedia, 2015) 
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Furthermore the research showed that that many old and new fighter aircrafts had small static scoop 

inlets and NACA inlets, used as secondary air inlets, throughout the fuselages. Figure 17 displays the 

multi-roll fighter aircraft IAI Kfir/F-21A which has two static scoop inlets, one on the top of the 

aircraft and one on underneath the aircraft. Figure 18 displays a NACA inlet on the Eurofighter 

Typhoon. 

 

Figure 17 - Multi-roll fighter aircraft IAI Kfir/F-21A with related scoop inlets (Mercopress, 2015) 

 

Figure 18 - Two NACA air inlets on the Eurofighter Typhoon (Eurofighter, 2015) Copyright 

Another solution explored through the research was the integrated air inlet, which is placed on the 

surface where the tail is submerged into the fuselage. This is a solution used on the Sukhoi T-50 PAK 

FA fighter aircraft and can be seen in figure 19.   

 

 

Figure 19 - Integrated air inlet on the Sukhoi T-50 PAK FA fighter aircraft (russiaonline, 2015) 
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The field research on civil aircrafts showed that the NACA air inlets are used on most of the modern 

aircrafts as secondary air inlets for different types of cooling and pressurization purposes. Figure 20 

displays a NACA inlet for the auxiliary power unit (APU) on a Boeing 737-800. 

 

Figure 20 - Boeing 737-800 with related APU NACA air inlet (Brady, 2015) Copyright 

The research also showed that one of the civil aircrafts had a NACA inlet with a variable solution for 

the auxiliary power unit. However, a more detailed description of the system was not found.  

The benchmarking on missiles revealed that submerged inlets are common and that no design had a 

variable inlet. 

4.2.2 Patent Search 

The patent search was made in order to collect and gather existing solutions for variable inlets in 

different applications. These patents were intended to be used as a source of information and 

inspiration during the concept generation stage particularly for the variable mechanism design and 

not just the exterior design. Figure 21 displays a patent for a variable air inlet system for a gas turbine 

engine that was used as inspiration for the movement mechanism for many concepts during the 

concept generation stage.  
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Figure 21 - A patent for a variable air inlet system for a gas turbine engine (Google patent, 2015) 

Many ideas and concepts were formed during the patent search, especially solutions regarding the 

mechanism behind the moving parts. 

4.2.3 Expert Consultation 

Expert consultation was made by contacting three experts in the field of aerodynamics at SAAB 

during the concept generation stage. The meetings were conducted to gather recommendations and 

feedback on the aerodynamics of the already generated concepts as well as to get indications on 

which kind of air inlet would be more successful. These meetings also led to a better understanding 

on the aerodynamics of air inlets together with more information about how the current air inlet had 

been designed and the general problem areas regarding air inlet design. 

During the meetings, generated concepts were presented so that the expert consultants could give 

feedback on every concept. The experts also had to rank each concept and these ranks were later 

used in the screening process. Some concepts were discarded due to aerodynamic reasons or their 

mechanical complexity. New concepts were also generated through consulting the experts. A 
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summary from all three meetings can be found in the appendix C, including rank and overall 

feedback from the experts. 

One significant question was presented at one of the consultations and it was whether the 

decreasing drag would compensate for the weight penalty in implementing a variable concept. This is 

an important aspect and has to be considered for future work.  

4.2.4 Internal research 

The internal research was made in parallel with the external research during the whole concept 

generation stage. The major concept generation continued throughout this period, as more 

knowledge about air inlets and aerodynamics were gathered. 

During this stage a lot of ideas were generated, which resulted in a range of solutions. The goal was 

to develop as many concepts as possible with a large variety in on order not to overlook any possible 

solutions. At this stage it was vital not to accept any criticism towards possible concepts and to be 

open-minded to every possible solution. 

All generated concepts were initially sketched on paper and after further development drawn in 

Paint with two views to obtain a better image of the concept outline. These drawings were also used 

in the consultation with the experts at SAAB.  

Some concepts were complex and initially seemed infeasible. It was difficult to fully imagine the 

mechanical movements in some of the concepts.  One way to manage this problem was to use 

graphic tools, such as paper and tape, to form a 3D model of the concepts. From this paper model it 

was easier to get a better understanding of the concepts and their possible drawbacks.  

4.3 Concept Screening 

The concept generation stage resulted in 14 concepts, found in appendix B. One of the purposes for 

this project was to explore the possibility of a self-regulatory inlet concept. Unfortunately, this was 

only theoretically applicable and as such was discontinued and therefore no self-regulatory concepts 

were considered.  In order to narrow down the number of concepts an iterative selection process 

was used. This was accomplished by the authors as well as through discussion with the consultants at 

SAAB. The techniques used throughout the concept screening consisted of a Pugh matrix and a 

scoring matrix. 

4.3.1 First Iteration 

The first iteration was conducted with a Pugh matrix where all of the concepts were evaluated 

against the current air inlet as a reference. Each concept was evaluated against current design 

regarding 12 selection criteria. If the concept was considered to be advantageous in a selection 

criterion against the reference concept it received a plus sign. If it was considered to be 

disadvantageous it received a minus sign and if it was equivalent to the reference concept it received 

a zero sign. The signs were summarized for all concepts and subsequently ranked. The selection 

criteria used were: 

 Bird Strike (ability to cope with) 

 Erosion  

 Weight 

 FOD (Foreign Object Damage) 
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 Fire Safety 

 Life Span 

 Maintenance 

 Drag 

o Minimum (Inlet “closed”) 

o Maximum (Inlet “fully open”) 

 Mechanical Complexity 

 Manufacturability 

 RCS (Radar Cross Section) 

The first screening iteration resulted in the elimination of five concepts. The matrix and the results 

can be found in appendix D. 

4.3.2 Second Iteration 

The second iteration was conducted with a scoring matrix where the remaining nine concepts were 

evaluated against each other without the reference concept. Using the same 12 criteria as in the first 

iteration every concept were scored from one to five for each criterion, where one indicates very bad 

and five indicates very good. To refine the scoring a different factor of importance was assigned to 

each criterion. The criteria considered to be more crucial received a higher factor while less 

important criteria received a lower factor. In total, two concepts were chosen to be further 

developed. The results from the final iteration can be found in appendix D and the selected concepts 

were: 

 Concept 5 – NACA Duct 

 Concept 13 –Scoop 

4.4 3D CAD Modeling 

The two concepts chosen after the second iteration were further developed and modeled in CATIA 

V5. Instead of the additive method, commonly used in many of the courses at the university, the 

concepts were modeled with a method used by the company. In this method material was removed 

from the initial raw material until a desired model was constructed. This approach allows the 

company to ascertain the raw material needed as well as verification that the model can be 

manufactured. The concepts were also parametrically modeled, to ease possible changes of the 

geometry later on, as the concepts were still under development during the modeling phase. 

4.4.1 Sizing  

The sizing and shaping of the NACA concept were performed by following design guidelines in a 

document for small inlet designs (ESDU, 1986). From these guidelines a NACA calculator was created 

in Excel where all the design parameters were implemented. By inserting the length, depth and width 

for the inlet, the calculator creates the lateral curved-divergent coordinates and the depth 

coordinates for the inlet, illustrated in figure 22. 
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Figure 22 - Design tool for NACA inlet sizing 

4.4.2 Concept Refinement 

The two final concepts which remained after the second iteration were further developed in CATIA 

V5 and in this phase two major aspects were solved: 

 Fitting the concepts into the engine bay structure 

 The movement mechanism for the inlets 

Since the air inlet is placed on a service door which needs to be opened frequently during 

maintenance, the inlet can only be mounted on the service door. This is to allow full movement of 

the service door. Figure 23 displays how the service door is opened during maintenance. 

 

Figure 23 - The movement of the service door during maintenance, closed to the left and open to the 

right 

Besides the movement of the service door, the dimensions of the door also restricted the width and 

length of the concepts.  
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The available space inside the engine bay also restricted the design of the final concepts together 

with the choice and placement of the actuators. Figure 24 displays the limited space available inside 

the engine bay.  

 

Figure 24 - The space available in the engine bay for the variable secondary air inlet 

4.4.3 Capture Area and Sensitivity Analysis 

Capture area calculations were performed for the NACA concept in order to find out how large the 

capture area needed to be in order to generate the same mass flow as the current design. No 

calculations were performed on concept 13 – Scoop, since the design is similar to the current design 

and has the same capture area with a plus margin.  

The calculations were performed by following guidelines for small inlets (ESDU, 1986). In the 

document two approaches are used to calculate the needed capture area, one for maximum 

efficiency and the other one for full mass flow. To insure a sufficient capture area on the NACA 

concept both approaches were used.  

The calculations were performed on the same flight case which is used on the current design: flight 

at sea level, flight speed M=0.8 and ISA34 atmosphere. The highest mass flow was 0.7 kg/s in 

previous studies of the current design and was therefore used in the calculations for the NACA 

concept.  

In order to implement the calculations on the generated concept some assumptions had to be made. 

The boundary layer was assumed to be 10 cm and the momentum boundary layer thickness to be 

one tenth of the boundary layer. In the document ramp floor angles were assumed to be equal. This 

was disregarded in the calculations.  

The calculations made were audited and approved by personnel at SAAB. Sensitivity analysis on how 

the boundary layer thickness and the mass flow affect the capture area were also made on the 

requests of the personnel. These analyses are based on the maximum efficiency calculations. The 

results from the calculations and the analyses can be found in appendix E. 
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5 Results 
The two final concepts derived from the conceptual phase have been developed and modeled in 

CATIA V5. This chapter will include capture area calculations, an overall model description and the 

refinements made during the project.  

5.1 Actuator 

For both variable concepts a linear actuator was chosen. The option of a linear actuator is based on 

its simplicity in movement together with the ease of implementation. There are also several linear 

actuators already in use in the JAS 39 Gripen aircraft. The attachment of the actuator will look similar 

to the attachment of the diffuser on the current design seen in Figure 15. An example of the 

attachment of the actuator is seen in figure 25. 

 

 

Figure 25 - Attachment of the actuator, similar to the attachment of the diffuser in current design 

5.2 Concept 5 - NACA  

This concept is a further development of the traditional NACA inlet with a modification on the ramp 

floor which is split into two sections. The first section of the ramp floor is kept fixed together with the 

rest of the service door while the second section of the ramp floor is made rotatable. Through this 

design the second section of the ramp floor angle can be altered and as a result variable capture 

areas can be established. Figure 26 displays a section view of the NACA concept with all parts 

included. 
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Figure 26 - A section view of the NACA concept 

 

5.2.1 Model Description 

As seen in figure 26 this concept consists of four parts: a static door, dynamic ramp floor, static 

actuator and dynamic actuator. The major part, the static door is basically the current service door 

with an integrated NACA inlet that has the ramp floor cut out from the midsection. The first section 

of the ramp floor is therefore static and the ramp floor angle is set to 5.7° as the maximum efficiency 

for NACA inlets are obtained in the range from 5° to 7°. The static door is illustrated in figure 27 

below.  

 

 

Figure 27 - Static door 

The dynamic ramp floor, illustrated in figure 28, is rotatable around the midsection and this section 

can be altered from closed to fully open. At closed position the dynamic ramp floor angle is the same 
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as for the static part, 5.7° and in the open position the ramp floor angle is 15°. This design with a 

relatively high ramp floor angle on the dynamic part of the inlet is a consequence of that the length 

of the service door restricted the length of the inlet. In order to obtain a sufficient capture area at 

open position a relatively high ramp floor angle had to be set. Even though this ramp floor angle 

seems relatively high it is still within the limits for an efficient inlet.  

 

Figure 28 - Dynamic ramp floor 

The hinge between these two parts is made through cut-outs and rounding on both parts and the 

parts will be held together with a rod that goes through both parts. Figure 29 is a section view that 

illustrates the connection between the parts. 

 

Figure 29 - A section view of the hinge 

The last two parts in this concept forms the linear actuator which creates the movement of the 

dynamic ramp floor and is illustrated in figure 30. The dynamic actuator will be attached to the 

dynamic ramp floor and the static actuator will be attached to a fastener placed on the static door. 
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Using this design the service door can easily be opened during maintenance without the need to 

remove the actuator at all, illustrated in figure 31.  

 

 

Figure 30 - The linear actuator consisting of a static-and a dynamic part 

 

Figure 31 - The NACA concept opened for maintenance 

The movement of the dynamic ramp floor which will establish different capture areas during flight is 

illustrated in figures 32 and 33, where the inlet is fully open to the left and closed to the right. 
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Figure 32 - NACA concept seen from outside the engine bay door, fully open to the left and closed to 

the right 

 

 

Figure 33 - NACA concept seen from the inside of the engine bay without the engine installed, fully 

open to the left and closed to the right 

5.2.2 Calculations and Sensitivity Analysis  

The sizing and shaping of the NACA concept was optimized in respect to the available surface on the 

service door. This restricted the length of the NACA inlet and the depth of the inlet was therefore 

increased in order to maintain a sufficient capture area. With the maximum length on the NACA inlet 

and when it is set to fully open, the capture area is 54cm2. This is 83% of the target value in respect 

to maximum efficiency but on the other hand 273% in respect to full mass flow. 

The boundary layer sensitivity analysis showed that the capture area is, to some extent, a linear 

function of the boundary layer thickness. The results together with the cases investigated can be 

seen in figure 34 and table 1.  
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Figure 34 - Boundary layer analysis 

Table 1 - Different boundary layer cases 

 δ *m+ θ *m+ ṁ *kg/s+ 
Case 1  0,05 0,005 0,7 

Case 2 (Assumed Case) 0,1 0,01 0,7 

Case 3 0,15 0,015 0,7 

Case 4 0,2 0,02 0,7 

Case 5 0,25 0,025 0,7 

Case 6 0,3 0,03 0,7 

Case 7 0,35 0,035 0,7 

Case 8 0,4 0,04 0,7 

 

It was also found that the capture area is near to a linear function of the mass flow and the results 

from this analysis can be seen in figure 35 together with the cases in table 2.  
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Figure 35 - Mass flow analysis 

Table 2 - Different mass flow cases 

 δ *m+ θ *m+ ṁ *kg/s+ 
Case 1  0,1 0,01 0,1 

Case 2 0,1 0,01 0,2 

Case 3 0,1 0,01 0,3 

Case 4 0,1 0,01 0,4 

Case 5 0,1 0,01 0,5 

Case 6 0,1 0,01 0,6 

Case 7 (Assumed Case) 0,1 0,01 0,7 

Case 8 0,1 0,01 0,8 

Case 9 0,1 0,01 0,9 

Case 10 0,1 0,01 1 

5.2.3 Problem Areas 

There are still some design decisions and future work that has to be done in order to complete this 

concept. One of the subjects is the reinforcement edge on the engine bay door which stands up in 

front of the inlet channel. As seen in figure 36, this edge is higher than the inlet lip which would 

affect the airflow into the engine bay without a suitable solution. This is however not a major issue 

and could easily be solved by a small ramp in front of the edge or by cutting down the edge at this 

specific area. 
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Figure 36 - Reinforcement edge on the engine bay door which could affect the airflow into the engine 

bay 

Another subject is the NACA channel itself. With this current design the airflow would probably not 

have a desirable dispersion into the engine bay. This could however be solved with a diffuser that 

could look like the diffuser used in the current configuration on the aircraft.  

5.3 Concept 13 - Scoop 

The idea with this concept was to deliver an air inlet similar to the existing scoop with the possibility 

of altering the amount of mass flow with the variable area of the inlet. Since simulations would not 

be performed to verify the validity of the concepts a creative concept could render it futile. For the 

purpose of delivering a variable concept with high prospect of supplying necessary cooling to the 

engine bay without the validation of simulations this concept was created. Since there are many 

similarities between this and the existing scoop, with only a few minor differences, this concept 

should have a high likelihood of supplying the engine bay with enough cooling. The scoop concept is 

seen in figure 37.  

 

Figure 37 - The model of the scoop concept 
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5.3.1 Model description 

The concept derives from the current design consisting of two parts, one dynamic top part (pink) and 

one static bottom (purple) part, seen in figure 38.  

 

Figure 38 - Different parts of the scoop concept. The top part (pink), bottom part (purple) and the 

actuator 

The bottom part will be attached to the service door. The top part is attached to the bottom part 

with a hinge which will constitute the rotational axis. The top part is also attached to the actuator 

which will in turn be attached to the service door. 

The actuator was placed in the cavity on the top part of the scoop, located next to the duct canal, see 

figure 39. This was done as to not interfere with the air flow in the duct canal. Due to the placement 

of the actuator, the service door has to be modified with a larger opening. Depending on the size of 

the actuator the location of attachment can be moved within the cavity. 

 

Figure 39 - Examples of possible placement of the attachment for the actuator 

Figure 40 illustrates the scoop inlet concept at an open position compared to a setting with reduced 

mass flow of air. The angles of the edges and the ratio between edges of the top and bottom parts 

will decide how much it will be able to open and close.  
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Figure 40 - Different settings, wide and narrow opening, depending on required cooling 

Different cases are displayed in table 3. In the last two cases the edge of the bottom part of the 

scoop exceeds the top part of the scoop. The effect of this occurrence during flight is unknown, but 

for a reduced caption area the case is still an option.  

Table 3 - Four cases with different angles displaying the change in caption area (cm2)and as well as 

difference in percentage 

  Area [cm2] % 

  Original 30,98972 100,00 

Static Scoop Angle -84° Max 38,6206 124,62 

Dynamic Scoop Angle -1° Min 23,08948 74,51 

Static Scoop Angle -85° Max 33,74696 108,90 

Dynamic Scoop Angle -1° Min 22,9918 74,19 

Static Scoop Angle -84° Max 33,80542 109,09 

Dynamic Scoop Angle 0° Min 17,68822 57,08 

Static Scoop Angle -83° Max 33,63374 108,53 

Dynamic Scoop Angle 1° Min 12,7169 41,04 

 

The scoop concept will have the same configuration of attachment on the service door as the current 

design. The concept on the service door in an open and closed position is seen in figure 41. 
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Figure 41 - Closed and open position of the service door with the scoop attached 

5.3.2 Concept refinement 

At first the concept was assumed to be simple, consisting of two parts that could rotate in order to 

make the inlet area variable, but when chosen the concept was found to be more complex than first 

anticipated. This resulted in some difficulties within the concept that had to be refined and more 

closely developed.  

Initially the concept was drawn with the top part on the outside of the bottom part. This approach 

was considered to be impossible since the top part had to involve a part of the duct canal. The top 

duct canal also had to be extended further in, as to not create a gap when fully opened. This resulted 

in a small cavity in the service door behind the duct in order for it to move when the top part 

rotated. All of these changes and details, seen in figure 42, were developed and sketched before 

initiating the modeling phase.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3.3 Differences in design 

The most prominent difference in the design of the scoop concept compared to the current design 

can be found at the opening of the inlet. This difference is seen in figure 43. To prevent the opening 

of the inlet from producing an edge when rotating around the hinge line, when increasing or 

decreasing the caption area, the front has to have a modified shape. The shape of the inlet opening 

would have to have a radius shape originating at the hinge line where the two parts connect. Further 

investigations would have to be made in order to know whether this shape of the inlet opening 

would be more advantageous compared to the original shape. 

Figure 42 - Refinements of the scoop concept 
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Figure 43 - Scoop concept (top) with a large radius to shape the inlet and original design (bottom) 

with a skew cut shape 
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6 Discussion 
This chapter contains reflection and discussion concerning different areas of this project such as 

methodology, findings and results.  

6.1 Limitations 

There were a few limitations that had to be considered during this project. Apart from the limitations 

mentioned at the start of this project, one limitation also arose during the project process. Initially it 

was stated that the inlet would be placed on the engine bay door but in order to narrow down the 

scope of the project it was limited to the service door. Since the current design is placed on the 

service door this was not considered a problem and would also facilitate the ease of implementation 

and possible future flight tests. A replacement of the service door would hopefully encourage further 

work since the modification would be rather small compared to altering the larger engine bay door. 

The concepts were lacking validation since no simulations were conducted due to the limitations. 

Because of the uncertainty in performance concerning the NACA concept a validation would be 

needed to draw further conclusions when comparing the concepts. 

6.2 MDB 

The use of the MBD method is applicable if a continuation of the variable air inlet concepts would be 

implemented. This means that continuing with investigations, verification or even implementation of 

the concepts would make it necessary for the method to be initiated. The concepts would have to be 

modeled in the company’s specific software using the preferred database. The 3D models could be 

designed in any software using any or no specific method, but would have none of the rewards in the 

continuation of the work. Separate personal goals for the authors have been to learn how to work at 

the company in question and learn the methods they use. There are several differences on how to 

design a 3D model in an experienced company and how you would as a student. One example is the 

use of Boolean expressions, such as remove, add and assemble, for the verification of the model and 

its ability to be milled. In comparison, the method used in many courses at the university only adds 

material where it needs to be. 

6.3 Shape shifting materials 

As it was desirable from SAAB that one of the concepts should be self-regulated (without actuators) 

research was made on shape shifting materials and how these materials could be implemented to 

the concepts. Unfortunately the research showed that the usage of shape shifting carbon fiber in the 

aircraft industry is still under development and hence it was difficult to collect any information. For 

this reason it was decided at an early stage of the project to not continue with a self-regulated 

concept but only present theoretical information concerning the materials. 

Although it was decided not to continue with the self-regulated concept, ideas arose during the 

NACA concept development regarding the use of shape shifting materials. The dynamic ramp in the 

NACA concept could be made of shape shifting carbon fiber which is activated by stimuli such as 

temperature or pressure. This would save fuel as well as weight which would improve the 

performance of the aircraft. Even though this idea was not further developed in this project it may be 

valuable to keep this in mind in the future when the shape shifting materials for the aircraft industry 

have been developed further.  
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6.4 External research  

The benchmarking process was a good way to get broad knowledge about how different aircraft 

manufacturers had designed their secondary air inlets. It also proved to be advantageous to do 

research on aircrafts other than competitive fighter aircrafts, such as commercial aircrafts, as it 

resulted in a broader perspective in the concept generation stage.  

A shortcoming with the benchmarking was that it was difficult to get any detailed description on the 

designs, especially for military aircrafts, and whether the designs were variable or static. Although 

the information was restricted and most of the information came from studying pictures the 

benchmarking still provided ideas on how different air inlets are designed. 

The patent search was a good complement to the benchmarking as it provided more detailed 

information for variable air inlet mechanisms. It was easy to find a lot of patents which were suitable 

for the project and the drawings were often detailed. Many of the concepts developed in this project 

were formed during the patent search. 

The meetings held with the expert consultants from the department of aerodynamics were 

beneficial. In addition to the aerodynamic knowledge regarding air inlets, the meetings served as a 

source for feedback on the concepts that were already created. The meetings provided alternative 

ways of thinking which brought about several concept ideas and also led to some of the concepts 

being discarded as they had aerodynamic shortcomings or other issues previously not considered. 

The method of presenting all the concepts to the experts and later letting them rank the concepts 

was a good approach. This proved prosperous later on in the concept screening process when the 

final concepts were to be selected.  

A downside with the expert consultation was that the experts, depending on their area of expertise, 

had their preferred idea for how the inlet should be designed. There was not a consensus between 

the experts regarding the NACA inlet. Two of the experts discarded the idea while a third expert 

deemed it possible. This resulted in the NACA concept being discarded for a while but was brought 

back at a later stage. In retrospect, it might have been beneficial to be more open-minded to the 

feedback from the experts and avoid drawing conclusions too quickly. 

6.5 Concept Screening 

The concept screening process was an efficient method of eliminating concepts down to two. In 

addition to the results from the Pugh matrix and the scoring matrix some of the concepts were also 

ruled out for other reasons. 

In the first iteration a screening matrix was used and five concepts were eliminated. Two concepts 

with the lowest rank were directly eliminated (4, 12) while two concepts from the middle layer (2, 8) 

and concept 6 from the upper half of the ranking where also eliminated. The two concepts in the 

middle layer were eliminated as it turned out that they were too complex and would therefore result 

in a too high weight penalty. Keep in mind that the current inlet has an area of 0.003 m2 which is 

small and a complex solution would only result in a slight advantage compared to the added weight 

and mechanics behind it. Concepts 6, which had a high ranking, was eliminated since concept 5 was 

similar and considered to be a superior concept in comparison.  
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For the second iteration, a scoring matrix was used. The scoring matrix was considered to be more 

useful since it was difficult to compare the generated concepts, which had a variable inlet, with the 

current static design. In the matrix, the selected criteria were factored so that more important 

criteria received higher factor values while the other criteria received considerably lower factor 

values. Out of these criteria, weight and drag were considered most important. The criteria with a 

lower factor were considered either less important or generally difficult to evaluate. The two 

concepts (5, 13) which received the highest rank in the second iteration were selected as final 

concepts. 

It can be concluded that the screening process was an effective method to narrow down the 

concepts and that the two final concepts were the most advantageous. A possible improvement on 

the screening process would be a deeper investigation of the chosen criteria. This would refine the 

process to include the most necessary criteria as well as a thorough description of how these criteria 

would affect the outcome. That way the factoring might have resulted in different scores and 

therefore different ranks of the concepts.   

6.6 Results 

In order to evaluate the concepts all aspect of the results need to be discussed and considered. 

Following sections include such discussion concerning the scoop and NACA concepts, and their 

associated calculations.  

6.6.1 Calculations 

Capture area calculations were performed on the NACA concept as it was highly debated whether it 

could provide a sufficient mass flow due to the placement far back on the fuselage where the 

boundary thickness is developed significantly. However, the result showed that when the inlet size is 

maximized the mass flow is well above the current design in respect to full mass flow and slightly 

below target value in respect maximum efficiency. This indicates that this concept should fulfill its 

purpose even though some assumptions had to me made in the calculations. In order to establish a 

complete validation of the concept, CFD-simulations or flight tests are needed.  

For the scoop concept no calculations were performed as the geometry is similar to the current 

design and the capture area is even made slightly bigger to ensure a sufficient mass flow. CFD-

simulations and flight tests would also be interesting on this concept in order to study the mass flow 

when the inlet caption area is minimized.  

6.6.2 Concept 5 - NACA 

The NACA concept has been considered to result in the least amount of the drag when compared 

with other inlet designs, since it is flushed and does not protrude from the fuselage. Instead the main 

concern has revolved around whether the cooling requirements could be met.  

NACA inlets are often placed far frontward on the fuselage as they are less effective when the 

boundary layer is thick. The placement of the NACA inlet in this project was further back on the 

fuselage but has, through calculations, resulted in sufficient mass flow rates.  Despite this, it is 

uncertain how the performance of the inlet is affected by the high ramp angle of the dynamic part of 

the inlet when it is fully open. The high ramp angle was a consequence of the limited length of the 

service door. Even though the calculations indicated that the NACA concept would provide sufficient 
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mass flow into the engine bay further validation is needed. In order to increase the capture area for a 

higher mass flow the service door would have to be enlarged to fit a modified design. 

The NACA concept is also a lightweight alternative to the pitot type of inlets, as it is made out of less 

material. Depending on how the internal canal will be designed this concept could be lighter than the 

current design even with the actuator. This is without considering the weight of the hydraulics, 

electronics and system components required for a variable inlet.  

One of the purposes with this project was to deliver concepts that would be accepted from an 

airworthiness perspective. For this concept bird strikes have been a major topic in the in the 

discussion regarding airworthiness. Although a lot research has been made on NACA inlets and bird 

strikes, no reliable material was found. Together with personnel at SAAB it was concluded that a bird 

strike is less likely to occur with a NACA inlet compared to a pitot type of inlet, but the consequences 

of a bird strike in this concept remains uncertain and will depend on the design of the duct.  

Regarding RCS, it was found in the research that NACA inlets are superior compared to pitot inlets 

and given that the current scoop design has flat walls, the NACA concept would be preferred.  

Redundancy is another aspect regarding airworthiness which has been widely debated during this 

project. As this concept is controlled by a linear actuator and consists of several moving parts, a high 

redundancy is required. It might be impossible to reach the same level of reliability as the current 

design but adequate reliability could be accomplished with a sufficient actuator.  

6.6.3 Concept 13 - Scoop 

Despite the flight conditions, the inlet always needs to produce some amount of cooling. This opinion 

was in consensus among the expert consultants. Subsequently it is not needed for the concept to 

reach a fully closed position, as is the case for this concept. Rather than being fully closed, it might 

instead be a question of how much the inlet can be minimized in order to obtain the benefits of 

being variable.  

As such would it be possible to reduce the caption area in order to simultaneously minimize the 

cooling needed as well as decreasing the amount of drag? Since it is difficult to know the minimum 

amount of mass flow needed this question warrants further investigation. Simulations would 

facilitate the investigation of drag produced when the scoop is at the fully open position compared to 

the least open position. Depending on the results a conclusion would have to be reached whether 

the weight penalty of a variable inlet would be worth the reduction in drag.   

The weight of the material of this concept would be similar to the current design and the increase in 

weight would be in the implementation of the actuator, as well as the systems it requires. Since the 

movement of the rotational part of the scoop is minimal the actuator should only have a small 

weight penalty depending on design. Despite this, the actuator still has to be strong enough to resist 

the force applied from the oncoming airflow.  

Compared to the NACA concept the scoop, since it is similar to the current design, has good 

properties in respect to bird strikes. Many simulations have been made at SAAB to verify that a 

possible bird strike would not cause too much damage, and these results can be applied to this 

concept. This concept might have superior properties compared to the current one, in regards to bird 
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strikes, since the top part can be designed to break off on impact. This is purely speculation and 

further simulations would have to be made in order to verify this.  

Simulations would also have to be made to investigate the main difference between this concept and 

the current design: the shape of the front of the inlet. Optimization of the concept would require 

verification on whether the current design, with an edge produced during rotation, is superior to an 

inlet shape with a radius originating at the hinge line. Although this difference is not deemed an 

issue, its design can easily be altered if needed.  

Redundancy is always an important topic, especially when considering implementing moving parts. 

For this concept satisfactory redundancy would be fulfilled as long as the concept undergoes a 

thorough investigation with regards to the systems used as well as the strength of materials. 

From an airworthiness perspective the biggest issue would be RCS but since this design is already in 

use this should not be considered a problem.  

6.7 Alternative solution 

There is no evaluation regarding whether the decrease in drag would compensate for the weight of 

implementing a variable concept. This information could be obtained by simulations, thorough 

calculations and further investigations concerning the systems regulating the variable concepts. 

Executing all previous mentioned tasks would take time and if the decrease in drag would not 

compensate for the weight or some other aspect would render the concepts ineffective an 

alternative solution was considered. Instead of having a variable air inlet controlled by an actuator, 

which will add weight and complexity to the design, several variants of the current design could be 

made with different capture areas. This way a suitable inlet could be chosen depending on where the 

aircraft is operating. If the aircraft is to be operated in warm climates a service door with a large 

capture area on the inlet could be installed and if the aircraft is to be operated in colder climates a 

service door with a smaller capture area on the inlet could be installed. This would also be an easy 

procedure as the service door is designed to be opened or removed without difficulties. This 

alternative solution would solve some of the concerns in regards to drag but would not make it 

possible to vary the capture area on the inlet during flight.  
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7 Conclusion  
In this thesis two concepts for a variable air inlet have been presented. In comparison with the 

current design, both of the proposed concepts should be able to decrease the drag when the capture 

area is reduced. These two concepts underwent a rigorous selection process and were designed such 

that weight and complexity were kept to a minimum. As such they may be regarded as good 

concepts but warrant further evaluation.  

Simulations are needed in order to verify the performance of the concepts. Without simulations it is 

difficult to predict to what degree the drag will be affected. To assess if the concepts would improve 

the overall performance of the aircraft, data regarding drag force need to be compared with the 

added weight these concepts bring.  

Calculations on mass flow in regards to the NACA concept indicated sufficient cooling of the engine 

bay but to further verify this, mass flow simulations will be needed. 

The two concepts show different properties which need to be considered if implemented. A 

comparison between the two concepts is as follows: 

NACA Concept 

+ Low drag (open and closed) - Bird strike properties uncertain 
+ Low weight  - Cooling capacities uncertain 
+ Low RCS (Radar Cross Section)  
+ FOD (Foreign Object Damage)  
 

Scoop Concept 

+ Bird strike properties - Higher weight 
+ Verified design  - Higher RCS (Radar Cross Section) 
 - More drag (open and closed) 
 - FOD (Foreign Object Damage) 
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8 Future Work 
In order to continue with the two concepts proposed in this thesis further work have to be 

performed. The following tasks would be necessary for the implementation and verification of the 

concepts:  

 The reinforcement edge on the engine bay door needs to be redesigned for the NACA 

concept 

  An internal air canal for the NACA concept to ensure sufficient air flow into the engine bay 

 Actuator sizing and a more detailed actuator attachment design 

 Strength and stress calculations 

 Further studies on shape shifting materials 

Simulations would have to be performed in order to evaluate and draw further conclusions 

concerning the performance of each concept. This is suggested as a topic for a future master’s thesis 

in the department of aerodynamics.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A – Gantt Chart 
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Appendix B – Concepts  

 

Concept 1 

 

Concept 2 
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Concept 3 
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Concept 4 
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Concept 5 

 

 

 

Concept 6 
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Concept 7 
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Concept 8 
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Concept 9 

 

Concept 10 
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Concept 11 

 

Concept 12 
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Concept 13 

 

Concept 14 
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Appendix C – Expert Consultation  

Expert Consultation 1: Henrik Åslund 

 

General Thoughts: 

 Outlet easier to control, reacts linearly while the inlet reacts differently depending on flight 

case (mass flow)   

 Boundary layer about 10cm at the service door (far aft on the fuselage) 

 Reject NACA concept, requires a long duct or displacement farther ahead on the fuselage 

where the boundary layer is thinner  

 Minimal cross sectional area desired 

 Extra margin on the capture area relative to the current design desired 

 At supersonic speeds little or none cooling air needed  

 Complex concepts should be abolished immediately 

Concept 1 

 Good concept, not quite aerodynamic but still better than static scoop 

 Consider the thought of an excavation in front the inlet 

Concept 2 

 Type 2 a possibility, remember the boundary layer 

 Develop further 

Concept 3 

 Don’t think about using DSI (Diverter less Supersonic Inlet), try to use turbulent air, no reason 

for to dispel the boundary layer  

 Fold the flap further 

 Less drag compared to current design, but still a bulge 

Concept 4 

 The cross sectional area a major problem, especially in supersonic speeds and maneuvers 

 Doubtful design 

Concept 5 

 NACA duct generally a doubtful solution 

Concept 6 

 The same as for the previous concept, remind the boundary layer 

 Develop a version with an oblique edge outwards 

Concept 7 
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 Make variable sizes on the guide vanes and figure out how many guide vanes is needed 

 Clearly applicable 

Concept 8 

 Overkill, too complex 

Concept 9 

 Aerodynamically a very good solution 

 Scoop concepts  are proven and stabile solutions 

 Extra margin on capture area requested 

 Good that the boundary layer is taken into account 

Concept 10 

 Better than concept 1, but more complex 

 Doubtful mechanism. How is the control managed and where is the doors moved? 

Expert Consultation 2: Michael Säterskog 

 

General Thoughts: 

 Current scoop design is overkill, excessively stable air flow for a secondary inlet 

 Odd that the current design is not made more curved in respect to RCS (Radar Cross Section) 

 -Name- has worked on the current design, may well be contacted 

 Avoid cavities and sharp edges in respect to RCS 

 NACA concepts might work despite placement and the thick boundary layer aft on the 

fuselage  

 Stated generally that a variable intake is overkill and that a manually adjustable air intake 

seems more   reasonable 

 Stated the three types of air inlets  

o Flush (oldest version of Gripen) –  did not work 

o NACA/Submerged – may work, even though inferior Cp (pressure coefficient) 

compared to a scoop inlet 

o Pitot (scoop) – Slightly overkill for a secondary inlet 

Concept 1 

 No, to big wake behind the scoop 

Concept 2 

 No, to advanced 

Concept 3 

 One of the favorites 

 A lot of ideas about how the door should be designed 
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 Fine with that the walls do not follow the door (static walls) 

Concept 4 

 No! 

Concept 5 

 Generally positive to NACA concepts 

 The A400 design interesting 

 A lot of ideas about the design (recess, dimensions, etc...) 

Concept 6 

 Liked the idea with the door 

 Little unsure regarding the air flow in the intermediate position  

Concept 7 

 Doubtful but not impossible, some concerns regarding the drag after the last guide vane  

 A lot of ideas regarding the design, number of guide vanes, the tilting etc… 

Concept 8 

 No! 

Concept 9 

 Might be something, keep on working with the design at the rear 

Concept 10 

 Not a favorite, to complex and difficult to model 

Concept 11 

 Nope, not with today’s design at the rear 

Concept 12 

 Not a favorite 

Concept 13 

 One of the favorites, keep working on the design 

 No bigger issues with the design 

Concept 14 

 One of the favorites 

 Saw it as a mixture between a NACA-and a scoop design 

 How is the drag at supersonic speeds? 
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Expert Consultation 3: Sebastian Arvidson 

 

General Thoughts: 

 Good fairing at the rear important to keep a uniform air flow over the air inlet in order to get 

rid of big wakes 

 A scoop intake which can be folded in- and out are preferred 

 The quality of the air is important, not only the capture area 

 Concept 7 not a favorite, too much drag due to vacuum and swirls behind the guide vanes 

  Think of redundancy, so it is fully open when it brakes 
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Appendix D – Concept Screening Matrix 

Concept 

Selection criteria  Reference 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Bird strike 0 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

Erosion 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Weight 0 - - - - + - - - - - - - - - 

FOD 0 + + + + + + + + + - + + 0 + 

Fire safety 0 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

Life Span 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Maintenance 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Drag                               

Min 0 + + + 0 + + + + + + + + + + 

Max 0 - - 0 - + + - - - + - - 0 0 

Mechanical complexity 0 - - - - 0 - - - - - - - - - 

Producability 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

RCS 0 + + + 0 + + + + + + + 0 + + 

Sum +   5 5 5 3 7 6 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 

Sum -   7 7 6 7 3 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 

Sum 0 12 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 

Score 0 -2 -2 -1 -4 4 0 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -3 -2 -1 

Rank 2 4 4 3 6 1 2 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 3 

Continuation   Y N Y N Y N Y N Y Y Y N Y Y 

First iteration 
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Concept 

Selection criteria  Factor 1 3 5 7 9 10 11 13 14 

Bird strike 0,01 3 3 5 4 3 3 3 3 4 

Erosion 0,01 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 

Weight 0,3 4 3 4 4 3 1 2 3 2 

FOD 0,02 4 4 4 4 3 2 2 2 4 

Life Span 0,01 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 

Maintenance 0,03 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 3 3 

Drag 

         
  

Min 0,2 4 3 5 4 4 4 3 4 3 

Max 0,3 1 3 5 2 2 5 2 3 4 

Mechanical complexity 0,04 4 4 4 3 3 1 2 3 4 

Redundancy 0,05 5 4 4 1 5 2 3 4 4 

Producability 0,01 4 4 4 5 4 2 3 4 3 

RCS 0,02 3 4 4 2 3 4 3 3 3 

Score   41 41 48 36 39 30 30 38 40 

Score with factor 
 

3,07 3,14 4,46 3,09 3,01 3,01 2,3 3,24 3,12 

Rank with factor 

 

5 3 1 6 7 7 8 2 4 

Rank 

 

2 2 1 5 3 6 6 4 3 

Continuation   - - Y - - - - Y - 

Second iteration 
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Appendix E – NACA Calculations and Sketches 
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Figure 20 –Graph used in the capture area calculations 
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